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be virtually impossible to communicate what we might write
even though we should produce the copy. Consequently, the
first day was spent in observing the immediate neighborhood
of the hotel.
I recall that as I crossed the street to the railway station a
wicked stream of lead would shoot at me from a rebel
machine-gun. After the first trip I negotiated this crossing
in faster time, taking a running start and covering the dis-
tance in nothing flat, or close to it. This was a sporting event
until the novelty wore off. The rebel machine-gunners would
get into action a second too late, and the fire would go to
waste on an empty street, tearing into the buildings along
the quay.
Meantime, the snipers fired as the spirit moved them, often
at some person who presented a target, but more often for
the pure enjoyment of marring the brick-work of the hotel.
Our Irish colonel had stationed a number of soldiers on the
roof of the hotel and the railway station with orders to shoot
into the rebel snipers. Their fire, of course, concentrated rebel
attention on the hotel.
We learned during the day that the main fighting zone was
in the Sackville Street district, where the rebels had ac-
cumulated their main strength. They occupied the Central
Post-Office and the Metropole and Imperial hotels. In this
district shops were looted, and a wave of villainy followed,
frightening the residents who were not engaged in fighting.
In command of the rebels was James Connolly, Irish-
American chief-of-staff for the republicans. Street fighting
was progressing with considerable intensity. The British
troops were employing the usual tactics in taking and mop-
ping up building after building, concentrating on the Sack-
ville district. Having defined their lines, they brought artil-
lery into play, and toward evening were hurling shells into

